The cells in the SLAC DDS are designed in such a way that the transverse modes excited by the beam are detuned in a Gaussian fashion so that destructive interference causes the wake function to decrease rapidly and smoothly. Moderate damping provided by four waveguide manifolds running along the outer wall of the accelerator is utilised to suppress the reappearance of the wake function at long ranges where the interference becomes constructive again. The newly developed spectral function method, involving a continuum of frequencies, is applied to analyze the wake function of the DDS 1 design and to study the dependence of the wake function on manifold termination. The wake function obtained with the actually realized manifold terminations is presented and compared to wake function measurements recently carried out at the ASSET facility installed in the SLAC LINAC.
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INTRODUCTION
The damping manifolds of the SLAC Damped Detuned Structure (DDS) (1) are intended to perform two functions in addition to the damping of the long range wakefield. One is to facilitate pumping and the other is to provide information about alignment and beam position by monitoring the radiation which emerges from them. This paper is devoted to preliminary results obtained in connection with the latter function. In the next (second) section we discuss the equivalent circuit theory of manifold radiation and compare the results with microwave measurements carried out during the ASSET experiment. In the third section we discuss the use of manifold radiation to detect structure misalignment and to adjust beam parameters so as to minimize the transverse wake.
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EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT THEORY CALCULATION OF MANIFOLD RADIATION
The equivalent circuit used to discuss the DDS consists of a sequence of sections each one of which corresponds to a cell and its contiguous section of manifold.
For the purpose of discussion we write the equations in matrix form as follows:
Each component of the column matrices is an N component vector with i and a representing the TM and TE components of the cell excitation respectively. The square matrix on the right is a symmetric 2N by 2N matrix requiring nine circuit parameters per section for its description and whose elements are themselves N by N matrices. The N component column vector B on the RHS represents the coupling of the beam to the manifold. It is generally referred to as the cell kick factor and is normally defined "per unit beam displacement". Since we wish to consider cell dependent displacements we have represented the beam displacement at the n'th cell by the n'th diagonal element of the diagonal N by N matrix x. For all of the applications considered here the number of sections N is 206. For further details of the circuit model see (1) and (2).
In order to compute the power spectrum emerging from the manifolds we must first determine the manifold amplitude vector A defined in (2) . We compute this quantity as follows: The TE amplitude vector a is obtained by solving Eq. 2.1 for the amplitude vectors in terms of the source vector xB (to which it is evidently linearly related.) A is in turn linearly related to a via the relation (2):
and thus also to xB. What is actually measured is the power spectrum bled off from the output of the manifolds. One can show (3) that the power spectrum of the radiation emerging from the manifolds is given by:
where + is the manifold phase advance function, L the structure length, 6x the beam offset, q the beam charge, F, the pulse repetition rate and f the frequency component. This quantity, eqn (2.3), is shown in It appears from an examination of the modes themselves that excitation is occurring in the synchronous region of the modes, but that the synchronous points of the detuned modes are shifted from the cells whose synchronous frequency equals the mode frequency. As we shall see in the next section, a localized connection between frequency and excitation point has important practical consequences. The results obtained so far provide strong evidence that such a connection exists and indicate that the methodology applied above can determine it throughout the structure. It appears, however, that there will be a significant shift from the localization relation obtained from the cell synchronous frequencies. Another issue that we plan to investigate is the connection between the width of the localized displacement region and the frequency width of the power spectrum it generates. 8 -50
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Computed and measured downstream power spectra for a uniformlydisplaced beam compared over a limited frequency band. A 1 MHz spectrum analyzer bandwidth setting facilitates comparison of the oscillatory structure. Figure 3 shows a comparison between the computed and observed power spectrum (measured a 1 MHz bandwidth) in the region where maximum modedensity is expected. One notes that the mean separation of the oscillatory peaks in the observed spectrum is approximately 10% less than that in thecomputed one. This result can be related to a discrepancy between the observed and computed wakes (ref (1) Fig. 6 ). Due to the mismatch, the computed wake shows a notable reappearance peak at a distance of 33 m. This reappearance peak was also observed in the measurements but at 36 m. The distance at which this peak is expected is given by c/df where df is amean minimum mode separation. This relation implies 8.8 mode spacings for the computed manifold spectrum and 9.6 for the observed one in the 0.8 GHz frequency interval covered in the Fig. 3 curves. 
APPLICATION OF MANIFOLD RADIATION TO THE DETECTION OF STRUCTURE MISALIGNMENT AND TO BEAM POSITION MONITORING
A principle objective of the study of manifold radiation was to determine how well one could minimize the wake by minimizing manifold radiation, and the precision to which one could center the beam in the structure. Unfortunately, a minor accident occurred during the assembly of DDS 1 which resulted in significant misalignment within the structure. This compromised to some extent the wake minimization program, but it providedan opportunity to observe the effect of misalignment on manifold radiation.
Instead of varying the beam offset to minimize total manifold power one can vary the beam offset to minimize manifold power at a particular frequency, thus determining a power minimizing offset x,(f) as a function of frequency as reported in (4). Mechanical measurement of the misalignment of DDS 1 as a function of cell number provided the opportunity to predict x,(f) from Eq. (2.2).
For this purpose we assume that eqn. (2.1) still holds if the n'th element xn of the diagonal offset matrix x is written x, = X, + x,(f), where Xn represents the mechanically measured cell offset. Then writing eqn (2.1) in the schematic form one easily sees that P(f) is minimized if
The experimentally determined and computed x,(f) are compared in Fig.  (4) , showing good qualitative agreement. In an attempt to visually relate themechanical offset data to the computed x,(f), we plot -xo(fn) and themechanical offset as a function of cell number n in Fig. (5) . Here, as suggested by the quasi-locality noted in the previous section, we take fn = fsn + Cn, where f,, is the synchronous frequency of the n'th cell and the constant C is chosen to yield the frequency shifts at cells 19 and 186 previously noted. The agreement is seen to be quite satisfactory. In connection with the poorer agreement shown in Fig. 4 it should be noted that there is some evidence based upon measurements performed at different times that the mechanical offsets shifted in the handling of the structure, so that there is some possibility that the mechanical offsets were different from those shown in Fig. 5 when the Fig. 4 measurements were made. Be that as it may, the gross feature of the mechanical measurement, the 60 pm shift at cell 45, was a constant feature of the measurements and is clearly echoed in both the measured and computed values of xo (f) . Given the misalignment discussed above, there is clearly no beam position which zero's the manifold radiation at all frequencies. A number of techniques and criteria that one can use to fix the beam position are discussed in (4) and will not be repeated here. Analysis of the measured residual wake associated with these criteria is in progress and will be reported elsewhere. Because the residual wakes -7-I are small, measurements areconfined to the wake at short distances, before destructive interference has developed. It is a straightforward matter to compute this wake for the measured offsets and determine the compensating offset needed to negate it. The manifold spectrum associated with this arrangement can also be computed. Such computations may assist in developing beam positioning criteria for minimizing or zeroing the wake.
t " " " " " " " " " " ' Cell # FIGURE 5. Mechanically measured offsets as a function of cell number. The computed power minimizing offsets at a set of cell associated frequencies (as described in the text) are also plotted for comparison.
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